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Status of program
The GWMF theme of 2012 was “the Sephardic divas” and happened to be the biggest Sephardic Music program ever produced to date worldwide. 3 hours of Ladino music from traditional to innovation. The divas were: Françoise Atlan, Sarah Aroeste, Josefina Gomez and mor Karbasi. The GWMF took place in the St Michael’s Cave (within the the rock of Gibraltar)

Main achievements during the last year of activity
400 participants, 12 local companies involved, articles in all local press and in Israel/US etc…Interviews in National radios (Spain, Israel…).

Evaluation
First year. No comparaison. Conclusions:
- success leading to Government support
- The event pushed for production of 2 sephardic albums (Gracia and La Tsadika)
- Creation of Gibraltar Productions
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